INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Complex DNA topological states arise *in vivo* from a variety of cellular processes. Replication ([@B1]) and transcription ([@B2]) alter DNA topology by generating positive supercoils ahead of the polymerase and, for RNA polymerase, negative supercoils behind it. Both processes can fail if this torsion is not relieved ([@B3]). In addition, DNA replication on a torsionally constrained molecule leads to extensive precatenation ([@B4],[@B5]) that, if left unresolved, can prevent effective segregation of the replicated chromosomes during the G2 phase of the cell cycle ([@B6]) and may lead to cell death. Recombination reactions and the action of topoisomerases can also lead to DNA knotting, a third form of topological variation ([@B7]).

In spite of the large energetic costs of doing so, DNA is maintained in a negatively supercoiled state *in vivo* in most organisms, likely in order to facilitate transcription and melting of the DNA duplex by proteins that need to access single-stranded DNA ([@B8]--[@B10]). Supercoiling also compacts DNA, facilitating efficient packaging in the nucleus or nucleoid ([@B11]). Furthermore, supercoiling increases the probability of the juxtaposition of two distal sites on DNA ([@B12]), potentially reducing the search time of enzymes that bind to a synapse of two such sites. Whereas historically DNA has been seen as a passive recipient of protein activities upon it, more recently it has been shown that the topological state of DNA can have regulatory effects, such as promoting transcription ([@B13]) and sequence specificity in otherwise non-specific proteins ([@B14]). Because supercoiling and other complex topological states are ubiquitous *in vivo*, DNA topology likely affects the majority if not all cellular process involving DNA. Therefore, it is important to consider the effects of topology on protein binding to DNA.

Whereas many biochemical and biophysical investigations use short linear DNA molecules that are necessarily topologically relaxed, this does not accurately represent the topologically constrained state of DNA *in vivo*. The fact that supercoiled DNA is in a higher energy state than relaxed DNA may make protein binding more favorable by reducing the energy required for any associated twisting or bending of the DNA ([@B15]). This suggests that traditional methods of determining binding association and dissociation constants, or *K*~a~ and *K*~d~ values, may provide an incomplete picture of DNA-protein interactions in the cell. When the effects of topology on binding are considered, measurements typically compare relaxed or nicked with highly supercoiled DNA, and measurements of topology-dependent binding at intermediate supercoiling values have not previously been quantified ([@B16]). Measuring and quantifying DNA-protein interactions for a defined range of topological forms of DNA will provide insight into the modulation of protein-nucleic acid interactions by DNA topology.

Electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs) are often used to determine binding affinity, but they can only be used with one DNA substrate at a time and the binding reaction is out of equilibrium, which limits the range of affinities that can be measured and may bias the results. In addition, EMSAs generally measure average binding to a Gaussian distribution of topoisomers. One solution to obtain sensitive, quantitative topology-dependent binding has been to isolate and measure the binding of individual topoisomers, but the inefficiency of the process has limited its use to no more than one or two topoisomers, and previous work generally compared two forms of DNA ([@B17]). Linear versus supercoiled DNA binding by Topo IV have also been compared ([@B18]). Filter binding assays have been used to measure topology-dependent protein binding ([@B19],[@B20]). In these assays, enzyme binding to a radiolabeled linear DNA substrate was measured and the affinity for relaxed or highly negatively supercoiled DNA was estimated through competitive binding with the labeled linear DNA ([@B19]).

Here, we develop a topology-dependent binding assay that can determine the relative binding affinities of many topoisomers simultaneously. The substrate DNA spans a range of supercoiling densities and can be used with any protein that binds to nitrocellulose. Previous measurements adapted the standard filter binding approach by performing electrophoretic separation of the free and protein-bound DNA after elution from the nitrocellulose filter ([@B16]), providing a qualitative measure of the relative binding affinity to relaxed, nicked and highly supercoiled DNA but not quantifying protein binding to specific DNA topoisomers. We expanded upon this approach to create a topology-dependent binding assay that measures relative binding affinity as a function of DNA linking number (Δ*Lk*) or supercoiling density (*σ*) though the quantification and normalization of the amount of each DNA topoisomer in the bound and free fractions. Detection with SYBR Green I stain results in high sensitivity, and the internal normalization inherent in the measurement makes the assay robust against uneven pipetting, gel loading, topology-dependent SYBR green staining efficiency and other errors that would affect absolute affinity measurements. In addition, the binding is assayed under equilibrium conditions, an improvement over EMSA methods, which, strictly speaking, are out of equilibrium. Finally, the nitrocellulose filter binding experiments are carried out under conditions that minimize the probability of multiple protein binding, eliminating the complications associated with standard filter binding assays for which the interpretation depends on models of multiple protein binding ([@B21]).

We tested the topology-dependent DNA binding affinity of a variety of DNA binding proteins including the mitochondrial transcription factor Tfam, the type II restriction endonuclease EcoRV, the prokaryotic DNA helicase RecQ, catalytic mutants of human nuclear and mitochondrial topoisomerase IB and wild-type and a catalytic mutant of the prokaryotic type IIA topoisomerase IV (Topo IV). These proteins were selected to represent several classes of DNA binding proteins. The topology-dependent binding properties of a subset of these proteins could be compared with published estimates. With the exception of the sequence-specific protein EcoRV, each protein displayed topology-dependent affinity changes that highlight the importance of topology in DNA-protein interactions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Reagents and materials {#SEC2-1}
----------------------

### Reagents {#SEC2-1-1}

Chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA) unless otherwise noted.

### Proteins {#SEC2-1-2}

The restriction endonuclease EcoRV (20 000 U/ml) was purchased from NEB. The activity of EcoRV in the supplier-provided buffer was verified by completely linearizing plasmid DNA containing a single EcoRV site (data not shown). Human nuclear Topoisomerase I (ntop1) with an active site mutation (Y723F) was purchased from TopoGEN. Human mitochondrial topoisomerase I (top1mt) with an active site mutation (Y559F) was a generous gift of Dr. Yves Pommier of the National Cancer Institute. Human Tfam containing a his-tag and lacking the mitochondrial targeting sequence was purified as previously described ([@B22]). TEV was also purified as previously described ([@B23]). *Escherichia coli* RecQ was a generous gift from Dr. Marie-Paule Strub of the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute.

*E. coli* Topo IV wild-type subunits, ParC and ParE, and the active site mutant, ParC Y120F, were purified from *E. coli* BL21-CodonPlus(DE3)-RIL cells as described in ([@B24]) and ([@B25]). Briefly, protein overexpression was induced by adding 0.5 mM IPTG and incubating at 37°C for 4 h. The cells were harvested by centrifugation and frozen at −80°C. For each purification, 1.5 g of frozen cells were thawed and resuspended in 25 ml Buffer A (20 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 800 mM sodium chloride (NaCl), 10 mM imidazole, 2 mM β-mercaptoethanol (βME) and 10% glycerol) supplemented with 1× protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche) and 100 μg/ml lysozyme. The cells were lysed with an EmulsiFlex-C3 emulsifier (Avestin). The cell lysate was centrifuged at 9000 revolutions per minute (rpm) at 4°C for 30 min to pellet large cell debris. The supernatant was centrifuged again at 40 000 rpm at 4°C in a Beckman XL-100 centrifuge. The supernatant was loaded on a Ni-NTA Superflow Column (Qiagen) previously equilibrated with Buffer A. Buffer A and Buffer B (20 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 800 mM NaCl, 1 M imidazole, 2 mM βME and 10% glycerol) levels were adjusted to create a linear gradient from 10 to 800 nM imidazole while collecting 2 ml fractions. Fractions encompassing the major protein peak were checked for purity using tris-glycine gels (Invitrogen), then pooled and concentrated to a volume of ∼1 ml using an Amicon Ultra-15 Centrifugal Filter Unit with 50 kDa molecular weight cutoff (Millipore) at 4°C. The his-tag was cleaved by adding a 1:100 OD~280\ nm~ ratio of TEV protease: Par protein and incubating at 4°C overnight. TEV-cleaved ParE or ParC subunits were run over a Superdex 200 10/300 GL column (GE Healthcare) in gel filtration buffer (20 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 400 mM NaCl, 2 mM βME and 10% glycerol) while collecting 2 ml fractions. The fractions comprising the center of the peak were checked for purity by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis gel. The mass of each purified protein was confirmed by mass spectrometry and the final concentration was determined from the absorbance using extinction coefficients *ϵ* = 57 300 for ParC and *ϵ* = 67 840 for parE. ParC and ParE were combined in a 1:1 molar ratio and stored at −80°C. ParC Y120F was stored at −80°C and combined with wild-type ParE in a 1:1 molar ratio immediately prior to use.

Preparation of extended topoisomer distribution {#SEC2-2}
-----------------------------------------------

*E. coli* DH5α cells were transformed with pBR322 (NEB) and grown to mid log phase in LB broth while shaking at 37°C. Plasmid was purified from the cells using a Qiagen maxi prep kit. This plasmid was used without further purification for experiments with supercoiled DNA. An extended DNA topoisomer distribution for all other binding experiments was made by partially relaxing supercoiled pBR322 with Topo IV. Note that 100 μg pBR322 was diluted in 1 ml Topo IV buffer supplemented with 1 mM adenosine triphosphate (ATP). Topo IV was added to a final concentration of 7 nM of the assembled heterotetramer and the reaction was allowed to proceed at room temperature for 90 s and then quenched with one volume of isopropanol. The precipitated DNA was washed with 70% ethanol and resuspended in 10 nM Tris pH 7.5. The topoisomer distribution was checked by agarose gel electrophoresis. Partially relaxed DNA visualized after electrophoresis in chloroquine-containing gels suggested that very little positively supercoiled DNA was generated in the reaction (data not shown). Residual ATP was removed by adding 100 mU apyrase (NEB) to the DNA in Topo IV buffer supplemented with an additional 10 mM MgCl~2~for 1 h at 37°C before repeating the precipitation step (as above) to remove the apyrase enzyme.

Topology-dependent binding assay {#SEC2-3}
--------------------------------

### Binding reaction conditions {#SEC2-3-1}

Under the assumption of random, non-cooperative binding, the number of proteins bound per DNA will follow a Poisson distribution. Under these assumptions, DNA and protein concentrations were adjusted based on published *K*~d~ values to ensure that less than 5% of DNA molecules would be expected to have greater than one protein bound. Establishing this condition simplifies analysis of the filter binding results since each bound DNA can be assumed to be bound to a single protein, rather than multiple proteins.

Binding reactions for all proteins were in 0.5 ml total volume. EcoRV binding reactions contained 2.5 nM EcoRV and 5 nM pBR322 in 100 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5 and 10 mM calcium acetate. Adding calcium to the buffer while omitting magnesium allows EcoRV to bind to but not cleave the DNA ([@B26]). Tfam binding reactions contained 10 nM Tfam and 10 nM pBR322 in 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris pH 7.5, 10 nM MgCl~2~ and 1 mM DTT based on the buffer conditions used in ([@B27]). Topo IV binding reactions for both the wild type and Y120F constructs contained 2 nM Topo IV and 10 nM pBR322 in 40 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 6 mM MgCl~2~, 100 mM potassium acetate, 1 mM DTT and 0.1 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA). Omitting ATP from the buffer allows wild-type Topo IV to bind to DNA but not complete strand passage events. RecQ binding reactions contained 10 nM pBR322 and 50 nM RecQ in 50 mM Tris, 50 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl~2~ and 1 mM DTT. The absence of ATP forestalled the possible topological complications of helicase activity. Topo IB binding reactions contained 10 nM pBR322 and 10 nM ntop1 Y723F or top1mt Y559F in 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 50 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl~2~, 0.1 mM EDTA and 5 mM DTT. The tyrosine to phenylalanine mutation in the DNA-cleavage domain of Topo I prevents supercoil relaxation.

### Separation of bound from unbound DNA {#SEC2-3-2}

After allowing the binding reactions to equilibrate for 30 min to 1 h at 37°C, the protein-DNA mixture was loaded onto a 0.45 μm nitrocellulose Centrex MF filter (Whatman) pre-washed with the binding buffer of the relevant protein. The eluate, containing unbound DNA, was collected by centrifuging for 5 min at 2000 rpm. The column was washed by repeating the centrifugation after adding 1 ml binding buffer. Finally, the protein-bound DNA retained in the column was eluted by adding 0.1% sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) solution.

### DNA preparation and agarose gel conditions {#SEC2-3-3}

Bound and unbound DNA fractions were concentrated to ∼30 μl using 30 kDa Amicon Ultra-0.5 columns (Millipore) pre-washed with 10 mM Tris pH 7.5. The fractions were resuspended in 10 mM Tris pH 7.5 and concentrated again to exchange the buffer before eluting them by centrifuging the filter columns upside down in a collection tube. The DNA was quantified with a Nanodrop-1000 (Thermo) before loading 30 ng of DNA in each lane of a 1% agarose gel in TAE and running at 2.5 V/cm for 16--18 h at 4°C. Gels containing highly supercoiled pBR322 were electrophoresed with 3.5 μg/ml chloroquine present in both the gel and the buffer, and the chloroquine-containing gels were destained by washing five times for 20 min in 250 ml water. Gels free of chloroquine or after chloroquine removal were stained with 1× SYBR Green I (Life Technologies) for 40 min at 4°C and imaged using a Biospectrum AC Imaging System equipped with a Chemi 410 2MP CCD camera (UVP).

### Data extraction and fitting {#SEC2-3-4}

ImageJ 1.46 was used to extract the data as intensity per pixel from the CCD images of the agarose gels. Images were background corrected using a rolling circle method with a circle size of between 50 and 100 pixels. Igor Pro 6 (Wavemetrics) was used for subsequent curve fitting, analysis and data visualization. A serial dilution of DNA was used to ensure that SYBR green gives a linear response across the range of DNA concentrations used for the topology-dependent binding assay and that the CCD response was linear over this range of intensities (data not shown).

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

Development of a DNA topology-dependent binding assay {#SEC3-1}
-----------------------------------------------------

To determine the relative affinities of DNA binding proteins for DNA topoisomers ranging from relaxed to supercoiled with a supercoiling density of −6% (*σ* = −0.06), we combined the separation of free from protein-bound DNA by nitrocellulose filter binding with the separation of DNA topoisomers in each fraction by agarose gel electrophoresis. The relative topoisomer amounts in bound and unbound fractions could then be quantified. Briefly, a solution containing a range of DNA topoisomers generated by a partial relaxation reaction with Topo IV (see Materials and Methods) was allowed to equilibrate in the presence of a DNA binding protein. The solution was run over a nitrocellulose column to separate protein bound from unbound DNA molecules. The topoisomers of the bound and unbound DNA fractions were separated by agarose gel electrophoresis (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, after staining, the gel was imaged and the relative amounts of bound and unbound topoisomers were quantified by Gaussian fitting of the distribution of intensity values of each band. The relative *K*~a~ values for each topoisomer were calculated from the ratios of the bound and unbound fractions normalized by the ratio of a given topoisomer. The shape of the binding affinity distribution is insensitive to the choice of normalizing topoisomer, but for clarity and to facilitate comparisons among proteins, the fully relaxed closed circular form (Δ*L*~k~ = 0) was typically used with exceptions as noted. Approximately 10 distinct topoisomers could be resolved in each gel, with topoisomers for values of Δ*L*~k~ below −10 unresolvable. A single Gaussian was fit to these clustered bands, which were assigned a value of Δ*L*~k~ = −23 based on an estimate of their expected topoisomer value.

![Topology-dependent binding assay. A DNA binding protein is added to a distribution of DNA topoisomers and allowed to equilibrate. The reaction is passed through a nitrocellulose filter, trapping the protein and protein-bound DNA while allowing free DNA to flow through. After washing with binding buffer, 0.1% SDS is used to elute the protein-bound DNA from the column. The unbound and bound DNA distributions are compared on an agarose gel.](gku1381fig1){#F1}

The activity of several of the tested proteins alters the topology of DNA. For instance, Topo IV and Topo IB relax DNA from supercoiled states. EcoRV linearizes DNA, and RecQ unwinds it. In each instance information about the state of the bound protein-DNA complex is lost if the reaction is allowed to proceed. Therefore, binding affinity measurements were performed under conditions that permit binding but inhibit activity. Topo IV and RecQ binding measurements were performed in the absence of ATP, which is required for activity but not for binding. EcoRV binding reactions were performed in a buffer containing calcium in place of magnesium, which inhibits cleavage but not binding ([@B28]). Topo IB binding and activity are difficult to uncouple, so mutant nuclear and mitochondrial Topo IB enzymes with a tyrosine to phenylalanine mutation in the active site that can bind to but not cleave DNA were used ([@B29]). Tfam does not alter DNA linking number so binding measurements were made in standard Tfam buffers.

Analysis of relative DNA binding affinity {#SEC3-2}
-----------------------------------------

The association constant *K*~a~ for any topoisomer *i* in solution is defined by the formula in Equation ([@B1]), where \[*E*\] is the concentration of the free enzyme, \[*D~i~*\] is the concentration of the free *i*th topoisomer and \[*ED~i~*\] is the concentration of the enzyme bound *i*th topoisomer $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\begin{equation*} Ka_i = \frac{{[ED_i ]}}{{[E][D_i ]}} \end{equation*}\end{document}$$

The ratio of *K*~a~ values for two topoisomers *i* and *j* in equilibrium in solution is determined by dividing the *K*~a~ equations for each topoisomer (Equation [2](#M2){ref-type="disp-formula"}) $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Because the concentration of free enzyme \[*E*\] is the same for all topoisomers in a solution at equilibrium, it drops out of the equation (Equation [3](#M3){ref-type="disp-formula"}). After eliminating the enzyme concentration from the equation it becomes apparent that the relative *K*~a~ values for topoisomers can be determined solely from the ratios of the concentrations of unbound DNA (\[*D~i~*\]/\[*D~j~*\]) and of enzyme-bound DNA (\[*ED~j~*\]/\[*ED~i~*\]) $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The relative concentrations of the topoisomers were determined by densitometry of digital images of agarose gels post-stained with SYBR green. Intensity profiles of each lane were background corrected and fit to a sum of Gaussians (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The ratio of the areas of any two peaks provides the desired ratios of unbound topoisomers (\[*D~i~*\]/\[*D~j~*\]) and enzyme-bound topoisomers (\[*ED~j~*\]/\[*ED~i~*\]). Since this calculation relies entirely upon ratios, systemic errors or variations in gel loading due to pipetting errors cancel out when the ratio of *K*~a~ values is calculated. Similarly, differences in SYBR Green staining efficiency of different DNA topoisomers that would otherwise complicate the analysis ([@B30]) cancel out when the *K*~a~ ratio is computed (Equation [3](#M3){ref-type="disp-formula"}).

![Topology-dependent binding of Topoisomerase IV to pBR322. (A) Unbound and Topo IV-bound DNA visualized by SYBR Green staining after electrophoresis in a 1% agarose gel. The sharpest central parts of the gel lanes were quantified to maximize the resolution (blue and red boxes). (B) Free (red) and Topo IV-bound (blue) DNA from densitometry scans of the gel in A plotted as intensity per pixel. The free DNA distribution has relatively more DNA at lower linking numbers, whereas the bound DNA distribution has relatively more DNA at higher linking numbers. (C) Relative *K*~a~ as a function of the plasmid linking number Δ*L*~k~. *K*~a~ ratios were calculated for DNA topoisomers bound by Topo IV (Equation [3](#M3){ref-type="disp-formula"}), normalized to the affinity for the topoisomer Δ*L*~k~ = −1 (green dots; error bars represent the standard error of four measurements) and fit to a line (*K*~a~ ratio = 1.12 + 0.15(−Δ*L*~k~); *χ*^2^ = 1.49). Inset, relative *K*~a~ as a function of the plasmid linking number Δ*L*~k~ for Topo IV with an active site mutation Y120F (error bars represent the standard error of four measurements).](gku1381fig2){#F2}

Topo IV-DNA binding is strongly topology-dependent {#SEC3-3}
--------------------------------------------------

The *E. coli* type IIA topoisomerase Topo IV binds highly negatively supercoiled DNA (*σ* = −0.06; Δ*L*~k~ = −25 for pBR322) with ∼5-fold higher affinity than relaxed circular DNA ([@B31]). However, the affinity for intermediate topoisomers has not been determined. We reasoned that the affinity of Topo IV likely depends on the topology for intermediate values of supercoiling and thus would be a good test case for the method we developed. After background correction of the agarose gel images, the intensity as a function of position along each lane was extracted (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Highly supercoiled DNA makes up a higher proportion of the bound DNA population, while relaxed and open circular (nicked) DNA make up a higher proportion of the unbound DNA population. A Gaussian distribution was fit to each peak and the area of the peak was taken as a measure of the amount of DNA in the band. The relative *K*~a~ values for each topoisomer were calculated using Equation ([3](#M3){ref-type="disp-formula"}), normalized to the first distinguishable topoisomer (Δ*L*~k~ = −1) (Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

Topo IV had ∼5-fold higher affinity for 6% negatively supercoiled DNA than for fully relaxed DNA, consistent with previous measurements ([@B31]). *K*~a~ values for Topo IV increased monotonically with the absolute value of the linking number (Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The experiment was repeated with a Topo IV in which the active site tyrosine was mutated to a phenylalanine (Y120F) that prevented cleavage of the DNA. The resulting binding profile is not as linear as that of wild-type Topo IV (Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). At low values of the linking number the relative affinity is decreased, whereas it is increased for highly supercoiled DNA (Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). It is somewhat surprising that mutation of the active site tyrosine results in such a large difference in the binding affinity profile. Since the DNA is cleaved in only 8% of Topo IV-DNA complexes at any given time in the absence of ATP ([@B32]), elimination of cleavage by mutation of the active site tyrosine would have a modest effect on the measured binding affinity even if there was a substantial difference in affinity for cleaved and intact DNA. Consistent with this, we did not observe the formation of linearized plasmid in the agarose gels after Topo IV binding reactions, suggesting that the percentage of cleavage complexes is undetectably low. Since the Y120F alters the DNA binding pocket in addition to eliminating DNA cleavage, it is possible that the differences in topology-dependent binding reflect more fundamental structural effects ([@B33]).

Comparison of topology-dependent affinity for different classes of DNA binding proteins {#SEC3-4}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We next measured the topology-dependent affinity of several different DNA binding proteins to determine if there are commonalities among different classes of enzymes. We tested catalytic mutants of two type IB topoisomerases (human nuclear topoisomerase IB, ntop1; and human mitochondrial topoisomerase IB, top1mt), a prokaryotic helicase (RecQ), a restriction endonuclease (EcoRV) and a mitochondrial transcription factor (Tfam) (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). In general, the proteins displayed higher or equal binding affinity for negatively supercoiled compared to relaxed DNA, but the degree of topology-dependent binding varied among the proteins (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

![(A) Relative binding affinities (*K*~a~) normalized to the affinity for topoisomer Δ*L*~k~ = 0 (ntop1, light green; top1mt, dark green; RecQ, blue; EcoRV, yellow) or to the affinity for topoisomer Δ*L*~k~ = −1 (Tfam, red; pink). The undifferentiated band was assigned a value of Δ*L*~k~ = −23 as an estimate of the expected value of the unresolvable band containing all topoisomers with Δ*L*~k~ values below −10. Other Gaussians fit to bands not clearly separable as individual topoisomers were assigned intermediate values. Pink circles represent the results of a Tfam binding experiment using supercoiled pBR322, and were normalized to the empirically determined relative *K*~a~ value for Δ*L*~k~ = −23. The data points to which the data were normalized are ringed by black circles and error bars represent the standard error of at least four experiments. The gel images to the right of each protein contain unenhanced images of agarose gels containing unbound (left column) and bound (right column) pBR322 topoisomer distributions. In each case the topmost band contains nicked DNA, followed by topoisomers in order of decreasing Δ*L*~k~. The bottommost image contains supercoiled DNA for the higher topoisomer range Tfam binding experiment and was electrophoresed in the presence of 3.5 μg/ml chloroquine. (B) Table of relative binding affinities for nicked plasmids (*K*~aN~/*K*~a0~) and for highly supercoiled (Δ*L*~k~ = −23) plasmids (*K*~aS~/*K*~a0~).](gku1381fig3){#F3}

Nuclear topoisomerase I (ntop1) displayed a moderate preference for supercoiled DNA but a very strong preference for binding to nicked DNA (*K*~a_Nicked~/*K*~a_Relaxed~ = 8.6 ± 3.3; Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Type IB topoisomerases cleave a single strand of DNA ([@B34]) and have been shown to bind nicked DNA with high affinity ([@B35]). The lack of a binding preference for supercoiled DNA is surprising in light of previously reported strong binding preference for supercoiled DNA ([@B16],[@B36]). Repeating the experiment with the catalytic mutant of top1mt, the core domain of which is 73% identical and 87% similar to ntop1 ([@B37]), gave nearly identical results (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Previous measurements of Topoisomerase I binding were performed under conditions of excess protein, circumstances under which vaccinia topoisomerase IB binding has been shown to be cooperative ([@B38]). It is possible that similar cooperative binding may have affected the results of previous measurements.

RecQ exhibited a high degree of topology-dependent binding with a clear preference for negatively supercoiled DNA. If the helicase needs to intercalate into the double helix to unwind DNA, it may benefit energetically from the less tightly wound forms present in negatively supercoiled DNA.

The pBR322 substrate contained one EcoRV recognition sequence, so at most one EcoRV would bind with high affinity to each plasmid. EcoRV binding affinity was almost independent of DNA topology, likely reflecting that fact that EcoRV binding is sequence specific. EcoRV could also be expected to have higher sensitivity to the presence of its cleavage sequence than to the structural changes that result from supercoiling. EcoRV bends DNA by 55° at the cleavage site ([@B39]) and it could plausibly have preferred to bind to supercoiled DNA, which on average is more bent. However, this preference, if it exists, is dwarfed by the sequence preference and very strong overall binding affinity (*K*~d~ = 3.7 pM ([@B26])), and we did not observe any evidence of topology-dependent binding affinity.

Tfam binding affinities were measured relative to Δ*L*~k~ = −1 because the nicked band was indistinguishable from the Δ*L*~k~ = 0 band. Tfam negatively supercoils DNA ([@B40]) and also imposes a sharp, nearly 180° bend in DNA ([@B22],[@B41]) upon binding. Therefore, it is unsurprising that Tfam binds more strongly to supercoiled rather than to relaxed DNA. Negatively supercoiled DNA is more likely to contain preformed bends at the apical ends of plectonemes relative to relaxed DNA. Tfam displayed greater topology-dependent binding for highly negatively supercoiled versus relaxed DNA than did either Topo I or EcoRV.

All of the proteins tested with the exception of EcoRV had higher affinities for negatively supercoiled over relaxed DNA. It may be that a higher binding affinity for supercoiled DNA is a general property of DNA binding proteins rather than one that is specific to individual proteins. Nevertheless, the degree of topology-dependent binding and the precise relationship between supercoiling and affinity varies among the enzymes tested. Topo IV, a protein whose activity depends on the topological state of its substrate, has the highest level of topology-dependent binding of all the proteins tested, whereas EcoRV, whose activity is dependent on a particular DNA sequence rather than on DNA topology, displayed no significant dependence of binding affinity on supercoiling.

Extending the range of measured *K*~a~ values {#SEC3-5}
---------------------------------------------

Because the resolution limits of agarose gels prevent the quantification of individual topoisomers with more than ∼10 supercoils, we attempted to use 2D gels to obtain the full range of topoisomers. However, we were unable to obtain individual topoisomer resolution with this method (data not shown). Nevertheless, we were able to take advantage of the fact that plasmid DNA *in vivo* contains a distribution of topoisomers to obtain individual topoisomer resolution for highly supercoiled pBR322 plasmids.

Tfam binding affinities were measured with pBR322 plasmid as purified. The agarose gel and buffer contained 3.5 μg/ml chloroquine, a DNA intercalating agent that induces positive DNA supercoiling and alters the migration of closed circular DNA molecules. The chloroquine decreased the migration rates of highly negatively supercoiled topoisomers making them separable on an agarose gel. The level of chloroquine was selected to maximize the separation of highly supercoiled topoisomers. The most abundant topoisomer was assigned a value of Δ*L*~k~ = −25, which corresponds to 6% negative supercoiling for the 4361 bp pBR322 plasmid. Relative *K*~a~ values were determined for topoisomers with −Δ*L*~k~ values between 19 and 26, which, together with the data near the origin, provides a more complete Tfam binding affinity profile. Tfam binding affinity varies very little at low supercoiling values and then increases sharply for −Δ*L*~k~ values above 20 (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

Although DNA topology is known to have a profound impact on protein activity and cellular processes, many protein-DNA interaction measurements employ linear DNA substrates. Current methods to study DNA-protein binding of supercoiled substrates can be laborious, compare only two substrates at once and are often out of equilibrium. The modified nitrocellulose binding assay combined with agarose gel electrophoresis that we developed can measure the relative binding affinity of a protein to ∼10 DNA topological forms simultaneously, principally limited by the ability to resolve and quantify topoisomers. This topology-dependent binding assay is generalizable to any DNA-binding protein that can be captured on a nitrocellulose filter and any DNA topologies that can be distinguished by gel electrophoresis. By design the assay is largely insensitive to variances in gel loading, staining or total DNA or protein concentration. When combined with techniques for measuring absolute binding affinity it can create a more complete picture of how proteins may interact with DNA *in vivo*.

Increased affinity for more highly supercoiled DNA is a property that is shared by most of the tested enzymes despite their differences in structure, function and cellular compartment. The only exception is the sequence-dependent restriction enzyme EcoRV. The energetic costs of bending DNA decrease as the DNA is supercoiled and many proteins induce a bend upon binding ([@B15]). The broad preference for supercoiled DNA, while generally modest, suggests that the proteins evolved to interact with DNA as it is found *in vivo*. It would be enlightening to test DNA-binding proteins from species whose genetic material is not negatively supercoiled to determine whether they have evolved to interact more strongly with their own native substrates. For example, a range of DNA topologies including the native positively supercoiled form ([@B42]) could be tested with DNA binding proteins isolated from a hyperthermophile. Similarly, measurements of relative affinity for positively and negatively supercoiled DNA would shed light on chiral binding discrimination and would provide a means of discerning the differential effects of twist and writhe on protein binding.

The resolution limit of separating pBR322 topoisomers on an agarose gel was partially overcome in the case of Tfam by using a second substrate containing a smaller range of highly supercoiled topoisomers and performing the electrophoresis in the presence of chloroquine, allowing us to obtain *K*~a~ ratios for values of Δ*L*~k~ between −19 and −26. This approach is relatively straightforward and can be used to obtain values for substrates in the physiological supercoiling range (*σ* = −0.06). In theory, a substrate could be generated containing intermediate values of Δ*L*~k~ between −10 and −20 to fill in the remaining gap in the data. For example, it is possible to generate intermediate linking numbers by adding DNA intercalating agents, such as ethidium bromide, while relaxing DNA with a topoisomerase ([@B43]). Separating topoisomers on agarose gels in the presence of varying levels of chloroquine can also distinguish between topoisomers with positive and negative supercoils that migrate at the same rate in the absence of an intercalating agent. Another approach to access additional topoisomer values simultaneously is 2D gels with the first dimension run in the absence and the second in the presence of chloroquine. We attempted this but were unable to achieve sufficient resolution to resolve topoisomers with high linking numbers.

One limitation is that the topology-dependent binding assay described here only works for proteins that bind to nitrocellulose, which is not a universal property ([@B44]). However, other types of affinity columns such as those that trap His- or other-tagged proteins could be used to obtain relative binding information for proteins that do not bind to nitrocellulose. Finally, an estimate of the absolute value of *K*~d~ is helpful to determine appropriate DNA and protein concentrations in the binding reaction. Nevertheless, the relative affinity can be measured accurately even without the knowledge of the *K*~d~ because the relative binding affinity measurements can be repeated at successively lower protein concentrations. At concentrations below which the probability of multiple proteins binding to a plasmid falls below ∼ 5%, the relative affinity measurements will not depend on the absolute concentration of protein. This procedure can be applied to extract the relative affinity for DNA topoisomers and an estimate of the overall *K*~d~ for DNA.

In summary, we have developed a robust and easily implemented DNA topology-dependent protein binding assay. When combined with other data, it may yield insights into the mechanism and function of a variety of DNA-binding proteins across many classes. In addition, the assay can help determine what physical aspects of DNA render proteins sensitive to DNA topology. These could include twist, which influences the melting probability, and writhe, which influences DNA juxtaposition probability and the energetics of bending. DNA distortions may also play a role.
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